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Analytical Balances KERN ALS-A · ALJ-A

Analytical balances with a large weighing range, graphics display and  
user-friendly recipe weighing function – also as single-range semi-micro  
balance with unbelievably high resolution

KERN ALJ 200-5DA with optional ioniser 1, 
see accessories. High-precision semi-micro 
analytical balance. Thanks to its high level  
of precision, it is ideal for calibrating pipettes 
Note: To prevent evaporation we  recommend 
economical capillary tubes (see standard 8655)

Convenient recipe-weighing: with the recipe databa-
se, up to 99 recipes can be stored, each with up to 
20 recipe ingredients with name and target value

Clear printout with date and time. In addition, the 
components of the mixture are numbered automati-
cally and printed out with the name and weight

GLP/ISO record keeping: professional, detailed 
GLP Protocol, so that the balance is completely 
compliant with the relevant standard requirements 
in accordance with ISO, GLP and GMP

Order Hotline: Go to back page of catalogue
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Analytical Balance KERN ABP

Premium analytical balance with the latest Single-Cell Generation for extremely rapid, 
stable weighing results - now also as a version with automatic sliding doors

2 KERN ABP 100-5DM  
with optional ioniser

1 The internal draught shield minimises the effect  
of currents of air in the weighing chamber and  
therefore significantly improves the stabilisation  
time and repeatability

2 Draught shield rear panel with integrated ioniser, 
which can be fitted in place of the existing glass 
rear panel of the draught shield. Extremely fast 
ionization process, thanks to the latest generation 
of KERN ionization technology to neutralise  
electrostatic charge

GLP/ISO record keeping: professional, detailed 
GLP Protocol, so that the balance is completely 
compliant with the relevant standard requirements 
in accordance with ISO, GLP and GMP

Order Hotline: Go to back page of catalogue



KERN Pi togram:

MULTI

A) EU, GB

B) EU, GB, CH, USA

C) EU, GB, CH, USA, AUS
ALIBI

A) EU, GB

B) EU, GB, CH, US US USAAA

C) EU, GB, CH, U, U, USA,SA,SA,SA,SA,SA, AU AU AU AU AU AU AUSS




